## Contests

### 1087 Neuron remodeling during sleep helps learning

### 1088 The killing ground

Clues from a German coal mine show how early hunters lived, 300,000 years ago, and how their prey died.

**By M. Balter**

### 1089 Just add aerosols

Only a little aerosol is needed to change cloudiness.

**By L. A. Remer**

### 1090 Eu agricultural reform fails on biodiversity

Extra steps by Member States are needed to protect ecosystems.

**By G. Pe’er et al.**

### 1092 Energy at life’s origin

Analysis of primitive organisms suggests life began at hydrothermal vents.

**By W. F. Martin et al.**

### 1094 Disrupting dissolving ions at surfaces with fluid flow

Solvent flow can dramatically change surface reactions.

**By G. A. Waychunas**

### 1095 Best practices for biofuels

Data-based standards should guide biofuel production.

**By H. Youngs and C. Somerville**

### Special Section

#### The global supply chain

**Introduction**

- 1100 Rethinking the global supply chain

**News**

- 1104 The information highway gets physical

**Opinion**

- 1108 The whole chain

**Reviews**

- 1109 Emerging approaches, challenges and opportunities in life cycle assessment

- 1114 Humanity’s unsustainable environmental footprint

- 1118 Slowing Amazon deforestation through public policy and interventions in beef and soy supply chains

**By D. Nepstad et al.**

### In Brief

- 1066 Roundup of the week’s news

### In Depth

- 1069 Kickoff looms for demo of brain-controlled machine

Brazilian neuroscientist Miguel Nicolelis defends his plans to show off a thought-directed exoskeleton at the World Cup.

**By K. Servick**

- 1070 A bold baby step on emissions

But U.S. curbs alone won’t slow warming.

**By E. Kintisch**

- 1072 Lengthy RNAs earn respect as cellular players

A few of these molecules are clearly important, but just how many?

**By E. Pennisi**

- 1073 Gearing up for a closer look at the human placenta

Workshop participants build an agenda for research on this oft-ignored bridge between mother and fetus.

**By J. Kaiser**

- 1075 Solar furnace rises from the Soviet ashes in Central Asia

Lasers, superconductors, and gamma rays now fill the time of extraordinary facility.

**By R. Stone**

### Insights

#### Perspectives

- 1084 Change is coming to the northern oceans

Cod and pollock respond to changing climate and ocean conditions.

**By A. B. Hollowed and S. Sundby**

- 1086 Speed metal

Planetary core formation is a relatively fast process.

**By T. Elliott**

- 1087 Memories—getting wired during sleep

Sleep gives dendritic spines staying power.

**By D. R. Euston and H. W. Steenland**

### Features

- 1076 Minority voice

Richard Tapia has prepared generations of minority students for academic jobs, but he says they still aren’t welcome.

**By J. Mervis**

### HK staging dock
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1074 The science of sustainable supply chains

**By D. O’Rourke**

### See also

- Podcast

- www.sciencemag.org/special/supply
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